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5 brink (n) the limit beyond which something happens 邊緣
5 intervention (n) the act of getting involved 介入

6 sensation (n) a physical feeling 感覺
6 droplet (n) a small drop of liquid 小滴
6 portrait (n) a painting, drawing or photograph of a person 肖像
7 fragrance (n) a nice smell 香氣
7 unique (adj) unlike any other 獨㇐無二的
7 funnel (n) a tube that is wide at the top and narrow at the bottom 漏斗
7 identify (v) to know who a person is 識別
8 sacred (adj) in connection with God 神聖的

8 mummify (v)
to remove the organs and preserve a dead body with special substances 
使成木乃伊

8 mourn (v) to feel sad about someone’s death 悼念
8 grief (n) intense sorrow 悲痛
8 rodent (n) a small animal with sharp front teeth 齧齒動物

8 palaeontologist (n)
someone who studies the forms of life that existed thousands or millions of 
years ago 古生物學家

10 reign (v) to rule 統治
12 propel (v) to push forward 推動
13 sprawl (v) to lie with one's limbs spread out 伸開四肢坐
13 pelican (n) a large long-winged seabird having a large, bag-shaped beak 鵜鶘
13 carcass (n) the body of a dead animal 屍體
15 limb (n) a body part of an animal such as leg, arm, wing and flipper 肢，翼
15 glide (v) to fly smoothly and easily 滑翔
15 termite (n) a small insect that eats wood 白蟻
15 racoon (n) a small animal with white stripes on its face and a long tail 浣熊
16 mighty (adj) strong and powerful 強而有力的
16 signature (adj) distinctively identified with someone or something 特色的
16 drought (n) a long period of time without any rain 乾旱
16 arid (adj) having not enough water or rainfall 乾旱的
16 brood (v) to sit on eggs for young animals to develop 孵蛋
16 pivot (v) to turn on a short axis 轉動
16 sickle (n) a tool for cutting grass or grains, with a curved blade 鐮刀

18 tsunami (n) an extremely large wave 海嘯
19 catastrophe (n) an unexpected event that causes very great trouble 大災難
19 descendant (n) a plant or animal that is developed from an older version of it 後代
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20 excavation (n)
the act of removing earth carefully from a piece of land in order to look for 
very old objects buried there 挖掘古物

21 fossil (n)
the remains of a plant or animal that have been preserved inside a rock for a 
long time 化石

22 fragment (n) a piece broken off of something else 碎片
22 fissure (n) a long narrow opening 狹⾧裂縫
23 disintegrate (v) to break into small parts 分裂
23 fizz (v) to form bubbles 起泡

26 receive (v) to see and greet 接待
26 naturalist (n) an expert in plants and animals 博物學家
26 anatomist (n) an expert in the scientific study of the structure of the body 解剖學家
26 founder (n) a person who establish an institution 創始人
27 iguana (n) a large greenish-grey lizard of tropical America 鬣蜥
28 renowned (adj) famous and well respected 有聲望的
28 address (v) to speak to someone 發表演說
31 mythological (adj) based on traditional stories 神話的

31 narwhal (n) a small arctic whale that has a long tusk growing out of its mouth 獨角鯨

31 mammoth (n)
an elephant-like animal, with long hair and very long tusks,  that no longer 
exists ⾧毛象

32 cassowary (n) a large black flightless bird of Australia 鶴鴕（又稱食火雞）
32 bizarre (adj) very strange 離奇的
33 forage (v) to search for food from place to place 覓食
33 intact (adj) undamaged 完整無缺的
33 sprout (v) (of plants) to start to grow 發芽
33 tutu (n) a very short skirt worn by ballerinas 芭蕾舞短裙
36 solitary (adj) (of animals) not associating with other animals 獨居的
36 seduce (v) to make someone feel attracted to you 引誘
37 raise (v) looking after the young until they are grown up 養育
38 plumage (n) all the feathers on a bird’s body 全身羽毛
38 robust (adj) physically strong 強健的
38 blow (n) a hard hit 重擊
38 severe (adj) extremely bad in degree 嚴重的
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